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1. …From the voice of the short-talk-pills speakers


Food Industry is in front of big challenges that are the result of global market
connected with frauds increased risks, together with higher demanding and
aware consumers. FoodIntegrity EU Project can be a concrete answer to these
challenges because of the strict collaboration between industrial -academicpublic/private research centres and competences.



Food companies need constantly updated information and viceversa a lot of
information is spread in different projects, old databases, etc. At the same time,
reliability of databases is high demanding to be achieved/maintained.
FoodIntegrity is going to release within 2016 a “searchable” comprehensive
database.



New portable analytical solutions placed on the market must demonstrate
“measurable improvements” with respect to previous ones. Exploration
capabilities without opening packaging, easy to use/cost-effectiveness are
desired but they are in part in contrast with correspondent satisfying sensitivity.



NMR solutions are a well established both rapid & confirmatory directions but
there is still the need to make available adequate reference materials for really
extend their range of applications.



Significant percentage of raw materials that come to EU is still not constantly
controlled. From “tree to the bottle”, the legislation can change.



Complexity of several food matrixes hinder concretely analytical reliable solutions



There is a mainstream trend towards regional food. At the same time, we can say
that “Nature ignores borders”!



Sometimes it remains a real challenge to correctly interpret industry priorities to
become a correspondent solutions provider



Image protection is a key issue in companies. Third “super-parties” external
partners that work in order to provide audits & official certifications can act “like
a referee in a football match”. In this field, the World is moving more and more
into the direction of “no paper” solutions: smart devices, tablets, web
platforms,…



Reputation is at high risk due to frauds & adulteration issues for many different
companies but industrial partnership along the chain still not enough strengthen.

2. Interactive Team Working activity
Participants have been firstly invited to reflect on assuring food integrity on the entire
food chain:

In a first phase they worked alone, with the aim to define up to 7 (key)words/statements
(seven words or short phrases related to gaps, status, challenges, issues that spring
immediately to their mind) to cover the following 4 topics:
(i) Fragmentation of the food chains, variety,peculiarities of the different stakeholders
(ii) Effective rapid screening approaches already available or “wished”
(iii) Confirmatory analytical strategies already available or “wished”
(iv) Assessments & prevention models already in place/concrete in the near future
In a second phase the participants worked in pairs in order to share up to 7
(key)words/statements and up to 7 solutions referred to the 7 (key)words/statements.
In a third phase they were grouped in groups of 8-10 people (6 groups in total at the
end) and they were asked to select, through an internal discussion and debate, only up
to 7 (key)words/statements of all those that each pair of the group had previously
written, identifying also a representative member for the subsequent phase. In a parallel
way they were also asked to provide up to 7 shared solutions referred to the selected 7
(key)words/statements.
In the fourth final phase the representatives of each group had to defend the
words/solutions identified, debating in front of the other representatives & audience:
the other participants were invited to comment and intervene during the discussion, in
order to integrate a final framework that was reported at the end.

3. Interactive Team Working final results - framework
3.1 (Key)statements


There is the need to develop a Global Food Control System (without borders…)



A real difficulty is the effective way to obtain data integration/fusion/handling
from different sources (not necessary analytical) and within different analytical
strategies



A relevant challenge is the integration/continuous update of supply chain
mapping/assessment/management (highly fragmented situations in some cases)



Another big challenge is the sustainability and quality of databases



Complexity is present in terms of analytical methods on some food matrixes,
validation of the methods is a key point in this sense



There is the continuous search for cost effective solutions with particular
focus/request on reliability of “in-line”/”on-site”/”on-field” technologies



A lesson learning direction is the continuous improvement of audits effectiveness



There is a lack of reliable predictive modelling solutions for making possible
assumptions about future scenarios



A stronger effort is stated as necessary in terms of industrial self-control
strategies

3.2 (Key)solutions


Develop an “International Umbrella Organization” devoted to standardize and
harmonize protocols, audits, certifications, monitoring, data collection,…



Stimulate
the
production
materials/matrixes



Enforce a stable network to set international “commodity based” methods &
procedures



Look for extrapolating the good aspects of successful previously developed
databases



Take responsibility for an overall integration of the food chains, “more” than the
so-called “one step after/one step before” concept



Set at least a basic legally obliged level of information sharing among the different
stakeholders; define also the rules & timing on how progressively expand it



Establish precise guidelines for international validation of methods and data
collection/registration



Promote the development of new confirmatory technologies (e.g. HRMS, NGS,…)
specifically targeting complex food matrixes/issues



Support the development of new chemometrics strategies



Promote the development of new portable/screening solutions which demonstrate
a sufficient quality of the produced results to meet the task they are devoted



“Highlight” main raised scandals as driver for acting in the “zero tolerance”
direction



Activate constant non-announced audit actions (each step/stakeholder along the
involved chain have to provide audit actions for the previous one)

of

many

more

new

reference

standard



Speed up as much as possible the scale up of new analytical solutions



Favour interlaboratory data & methods & performance criteria comparisons



Combine screening & confirmatory approaches in each food chains prevention
protocol

3.3 Besides: further remarks from participants after the workshop
-

Look for citizen science/crowd sourcing solutions

-

Think about “cloud based public money” database solutions

-

Do not forget the aspect that very cheap tools means real difficulties for the
customers in terms of true wide field of applications and for the instrument
companies in terms of assuring a correct “after sales support” (like applications
specialists)

-

Food industries should consider to what is already in place in the pharmaceutical
industries that have large expertise on some frauds aspects: they have their own
fraud squad and plans - we should look at how they make it works
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